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April flowers brought us May flowers, but too many showers
(even snow showers!) in May did not allow for much viewing of those
flowers. We are due for some warmer and sunnier days as summer approaches. The flowers do look really
great. Janet, our gardener, has done
her usual amazing job, and it’s worth
playing golf just to admire her work.
Of course, at this time of year there
are lots of reasons to play golf, even if
the scenery weren't so beautiful.
We are here from at least 8:00
A.M. –7:00 P.M. Monday through
Thursday and 8:00 –6:00 P.M. Friday, Saturday and Sunday. The days
are at their longest, so make time for
some golf. Please call ahead for reservations, especially on beautiful
sunny days. Also, it is very helpful to arrive a few minutes ahead of your
scheduled time so that you can sign in, get ready, and then tee off at the
correct time. All of the golfers who will tee off after you are counting on
your group to tee off on time.
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In the Pro Shop we have even more new putter grips in stock. We
have the long awaited Golf Pride SNSR in all four varieties, the Lamkin
Sink in all four varieties, and new Countercore grips from Superstroke.
If your putting is in a slump, a new grip can inspire a fresh start, and it
will probably cost less than a new putter. If that doesn’t solve all of your
putting issues, call us and make a appointment for a putting evaluation
with Sam.
Many golfers undervalue one of the most important pieces of
their golf equipment: the ball. We have two new golf balls this spring;
they are meant for very different types of players. The Titleist Tru-Soft is
a newer version of the Solo; it’s a very soft two piece ball with a surlyn
cover and doesn’t spin very much. This type of ball is preferred by players who like a soft feel and don’t swing very fast. The new Wilson Duo
Urethane is a three piece ball with a urethane cover for more spin. It has
been very impressive so far. If you usually play a Pro V1 or some other
high spin ball, the Duo Urethane is worth trying, and costs much less
($33.99/dozen).
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Golf is different than most other sports in that you always play each shot from a static position. In football, baseball
and many other sports, players are required to react to a moving ball or moving opponent. With no time to think about different options, sometimes players make the wrong decisions.
In golf, there is plenty of time to prepare for each shot. This
sounds like it would be simple, but having more time to prepare for each shot creates opportunities for another kind of
problem: overthinking.
Having more time to think about a shot can be beneficial if your thoughts are productive and streamlined. Unfortunately, there are so many variables in golf that it can be very
difficult to think only productive thoughts. Mental discipline
is an extremely important part of golf, and while there are a
lot of variables, there are some things that you can control.
There are so many
variables in golf that
it can be difficult to
think only productive
thoughts.

The cost of failure is high; it is very common for a golfer
who makes a poor shot to lose confidence, which can result in
more poor shots and even less confidence, and so on in a horrible downward spiral. We have all experienced this on the
course, and it is indescribably terrible. This phenomenon is
called a negative feedback loop, when negative thoughts and
negative actions feed upon one another to create nothing but
negativity. Of course, many golfers have also experienced the
positive side of this equation, when positive results lead to
positive feelings and therefore more positive results (a positive
feedback loop). This is the feeling that gets so many people
hooked on golf, but it doesn’t happen nearly as often as we
would like. So how can you make the positive feedback loop
happen? You can’t. You have to let it happen. Golf is much too
complicated to be able control it. Face it: if it were that easy, it
wouldn’t be as fun or as interesting. But certainly be aware
that the infinite variability of golf does include the positive
feedback loop (it is especially important to remember this
when caught in the throes of the negative feedback loop).

These highest of highs and lowest of lows are both utterly dependent upon the thought process of the golfer. Most
of our thoughts come when we are between shots, when there
is too much time, and it’s easy to let the mind wander. Allowing negative thoughts in this situation makes it easier for negative thoughts to creep in during the all-important time when
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you are in your pre-shot routine, addressing the ball, and initiating the swing. This time may only be a few seconds, or it may be
up to 20 seconds (please don’t let the pre-shot routine stretch
beyond 20 seconds!), but it is enough time to have dozens of
thoughts go flickering through your brain.
Positive thoughts really do help to generate positive results, so take some time to think about your pre-shot routine.
The purpose of a routine is to focus your thoughts on a familiar
pattern rather than allowing random thoughts. This is the definition of focus, and it prevents negative thoughts from intruding.
The objective is to do it the same way every time, so even if
something doesn’t feel right, you need to commit to the swing
and do it. When you are under pressure, things probably won’t
feel just right. You need to train yourself to swing when it is time
to swing, and take your chances with the results. Remember, it is
never possible to control everything in golf.
When you address the ball, try to focus your mind on one,
and only one, thing. Too many thoughts will make it difficult for
your brain to focus on the golf swing, which is already complicated enough, involving almost every muscle in the body. Every
shot is different, so your key swing thought might vary, but focus on something within your ability to achieve. It is always important to set attainable goals, so that you can get the positive
feedback of achieving them. If you set the bar too high, you will
fail, feel frustrated, lose focus and confidence and probably perform poorly.

The possibility of failure or poor performance always exists in golf. Since it is constant, it isn’t worth dwelling on. When
it is time to perform, you must perform. The truth is that you will
perform like you. The time to prepare is before you play. Go to
the range, get a lesson, have a stretching routine. All of these
things will make you a better player, but they take time and effort. Once you are out there on the course, you have to play with
the game that you brought that day, however far you have advanced so far. Taking extra time when you are preparing for a
shot or standing over the ball is not going to make you a better
player than you were a minute earlier. Practice when it is time to
practice, and when it’s time to play, just get out of your own way
and let it happen. Think confidently, act confidently, expect success, and continue to do so even in the face of adversity. You will
still hit some good ones and some bad ones, but you’ll feel better
and enjoy yourself more. If you expect success, you will be prepared for success when it happens.

When you address the ball,
focus your mind on one, and
only one, thing. Too many
thoughts make it difficult to
focus.
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J.C.’s COURSE NOTES
It’s Janet time!
Every year, around Memorial Day, the van from Bartel’s plants arrives. After we help Mrs. Bartel unload 50 plus flats of petunias and other flowers, it’s Janet’s job to put them all in the ground. It should probably be someone else’s job to help; maybe next year. This year was very warm and dry so it was urgent the
flowers got in the ground quickly. Janet spent about half of the next 72 hours digging, planting and repeating.
The beds and pots already look good and should be at their peak in a few weeks. Janet, a true Spartan, has
been making us beautiful since 2004. She spends the offseason researching, planning and ordering. A very
thrifty shopper, we get great bang for the buck.
Tee it ups!
When I was much younger it was very important to me to stretch the golf course out as much as possible. Redesign a tee to get ten yards, build on to the back of a green to get a few more. Eventually I outgrew
this phase. It was like breeding a bigger Chihuahua, what’s the point? In fact, one of the better things we’ve
done recently is make the course shorter. The tees we added on holes 2,5,6, and 9 give an option that plays
about 200 yards less. These tees also bypass some of our most tenacious rough. We haven’t officially named
these tees. When the crew references them, it’s usually as the “ups”. Sometimes people ask us which tee set is
for ladies or seniors? We don’t go there. It’s not a question of political correctness; golfers should select the
tees based on their ability and the level of challenge and fun they’re seeking. “The ups” can shave some time
off a round and allow players of different levels to compete more evenly.
Critter report!
Last month , former employee Scott and his wife Kelsey were on the course near sunset. They got a
neat thrill when they were checked out by a bald eagle that perched nearby. Even better, they got pictures. I
was skeptical at first, we have a lot of hawks and buzzards, but the evidence was indisputable. Hope it sticks
around. They also got pictures of the beaver on #9 that I’ve seen a few times but never gotten on film Thanks,
guys.
Lots of turtle activity and a large snapper in the 7th and 9th ponds. We’re seeing a few more deer than
earlier, but still far less than last year. Fewer geese this year too, nice! Speaking of flying pests, it’s almost
mosquito time. Remember, bug spray stresses fine turf. When spraying your legs or ankles, please do so in
the rough or on a path. We will eliminate them when the timing is right.
Congrats to Okemos High School golfer Zach Fraser who ended our hole-in-one drought with an ace
on #3 in late May. Zach works very hard on his game and works with Sam on club adjustment. Just saying...

TWO FOR ONE

Weekends before 10:00 A.M.
Two golfers for the price of one. Electric cart
required. Coupon required. Other discounts
still apply.
Expires July 31st, 2016
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Indian Hills is a 9 hole golf course that is one of Lansing area's hidden treasures. Wonderfully maintained, the golf course features lush fairways and consistently rolling
greens. Mature trees frame the fairways and strategically placed bunkers and water
hazards challenge your game. Indian Hills caters to golfers of all levels. The course is
short enough for beginners to feel comfortable... while still providing a challenge for
the expert player. The golf course is highlighted by abundant wildlife and numerous eye
catching gardens.
At Indian Hills Custom Golf, we've been building custom golf clubs since 1979. Our
professionally certified club makers Sam Anderson and J.C. Petersen can customize
clubs for golfers of all abilities, from beginners to top players. Our full service pro shop
offers a full range of club repairs, including re-gripping, extending or shortening clubs,
re-shafting, loft and lie adjustments and much more. Most repairs can be done promptly and expertly within 48 hours. Custom club fitting by appointment Monday-Saturday.

Check us out on the web:
www.ihcustomgolf.com

@IndianHillsMI
www.facebook.comIndianHillsGolfCourse

Indian Hills

4887 Nakoma
Okemos, MI 48864
517-349-1010
\

indianhillscustomgolf@yahoo.com

“Get Your Thrills at Indian Hills”
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